Today I make a presentation on the redundancy and stress redistribution of rigidly connected steel frames subject to fire.
Stress redistribution is a main theme of this presentation. Redundancy has the same meaning. I will take rigidly connected steel structures, since a majority of structures are designed to be rigidly connected in Japan to increase both rigidity and strength for seismic design. A rigidly connected frame indicates, of course, a frame with moment connections. In such frames, when they are overloaded, local plastification and subsequent sound stress redistribution often occurs without loss of strength. The situation is similar when they are subjected to fire. the first example is stress redistribution that occurs in plastified beams and the second example is stress redistribution that occurs in plastified columns. The third example is probably a new topic to you. This involves the overall stress redistribution that occurs in a whole heated frame subsequent to column buckling. The phenomenon may be similar to local buckling of a plate in that, as Dr. Knobloch pointed out, post-local buckling behavior of a plate remains stable if sound stress redistribution works after the onset of buckling.
Here you can see stress redistribution created in plastified beams as shown in Figure   2 .3.3. This is a T-shaped frame-the left half of a symmetrical frame and we assume the lower column and the beam are equally heated. When the member temperature is elevated, the beam is plastified first since beam load is assumed to be large. The On the right figure in Figure 2 .3.4, changes in bending moment distribution are shown according to member temperature increase. Antisymmetric moment distribution on the lower column first develops (broken lines in the figure) and next at higher temperatures their shapes gradually shrink (dotted lines). This antisymmetric bending moment distribution causes axial compression in the beam which is thermal stress. Developing and shrinking of the moment distribution correspond to increasing and decreasing of thermal axial compression in the beam, respectively. We can therefore find that the thermal compressive force in the beam first increases and later gradually decreases when approaching the ultimate state. The figure indicates that the frame at the ultimate state is almost free from thermal stresses. In fact, the state with the moment distribution of dotted lines is quite near to the ultimate state.
Case I:
We next look at change in stress of the beam on the interaction curves. As the temperature increases to T 2 , the interaction curve shrinks because of material strength reduction and the stress state moves to the state 2 in the figure, where M remains unchanged to support the constant beam load and P then necessarily decreases since the stress state must lie on the present interaction curve. The ultimate state 3 is reached when thermal compression P comes to be vanished at temperature T 3 . This figure represents the stress redistribution performed inside the plastified beam up to the ultimate state and simply suggests the reason why the ultimate state is free from thermal stresses. For sound stress redistribution, the beam should have a sound plastic deformability. This is ensured favorably for Japanese structures because the beams used in Japan are quite stable. The beam has a favorable plastic deformability because they absorb the earthquake energy for seismic loading.
Case II: Figures 2.3.7 and 2. 3.8 illustrate the second example with a smaller beam load for the same frame. According to the member temperature increase, we see almost the same change of bending moment distributions with the above case. But in this case the heated column buckles ultimately. The process of stress redistribution is quite different in this case.
We can see the process of stress redistribution on the interaction curves of the column cross section as shown in Figure 2 to as the primary ultimate temperature. For the beam collapse mode for T frame (case I in the above), the axial force in the beam disappears and it next can turn to be tensile since it is restrained by the columns, the frame may endure further high temperatures with further stress redistribution of catenary action of the beam. Therefore the actual collapse temperature of this case is somewhat higher than the primary one. On the other hand, for the column collapse mode (case II), the heated column buckles at the same time when the thermal axial force in the beam disappears. Therefore, the critical buckling temperature of this case becomes a little lower than the primary one.
Case III:
We next consider a more general case of stress redistribution in that the thermal elongations of the columns are restrained by other neighboring members of the frame.
For these cases, we can show that the collapse temperature of a frame may exceed the buckling temperatures of the columns. Figure 2.3.11 shows a three storied -three spanned frame whose lowest columns and beams are heated equally. The heated interior columns buckle first, since they have a larger axial compression. However, the 
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Now I show the same structure, but with an additional brace, as shown in Figure   2 .3.14. The proportion and the loading time are almost the same. But this frame never collapses. Of course this diagonal beam helps the beams to redistribute additional forces.
The frame is made redundant in this case.
I conducted these kinds of analyses and am now studying the stress redistribution and snap-through behavior or progressive collapse of structures due to fire.
My concluding remarks are: we observed 3 types of stress redistribution for heated frames. Stress redistribution relieves thermal stresses, make frames stable and heighten their ultimate temperatures.
Second, for frames whose stresses can be fully redistributed, we may determine their ultimate temperatures by means of a simple plastic analysis. And this simple plastic analysis can be done manually, since the attained stress states of the frames are almost free of thermal stresses.
Third, stress redistribution may be commonly observed in various situations for all elasto-plastic behaviors of heated structures, and seems to play a key role in controlling their fire resisting ultimate strengths. 
